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Preface
In December 2006, Pune became the first city in India to operationalize a Bus Rapid Transit System
(BRTS) project on a 16.2 km stretch between Katraj to Hadapsar via Swargate. Almost a decade later,
the Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporations and the Pune Mahanagar Parivahan
Mahamandal Ltd (PMPML) are preparing to launch 6 new corridors in 2015 to substantially improve
the public transport system in the Pune region.
A Promotions and Outreach effort has been put in place as part of the project, with IBI Group in
association with Centre for Environment Education commissioned to develop the strategy for the
same. Stakeholder consultations and studies to assess public perception and awareness about the
BRTS have indicated that the pilot BRT project was received with mixed reactions initially and later
branded as a failure. A major question emerging from the public has been why the government is
again investing in a BRT.
Further discussions by the Promotions and Outreach team with a few civil society organizations and
staff of PMC and PMPML have revealed several other dimensions about the pilot project. They
present a more in‐depth understanding and suggest that the pilot project was in fact a path‐breaking
effort that led to major institutional, physical, social and technical gains. There were of course
several learnings as well. But to discount the entire effort as a failure would mean a waste of hard‐
earned insight and experience.
A focus group discussion with staff from PMPML and Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) and
interviews with NGOs, were arranged in March 2015 by the Promotions and Outreach team in an
attempt to capture these insights in a structured manner. Discussions with Sreenivas Bonala,
Mangesh Dighe, Sambhaji Bapu Khot of PMC and Sunil Burse, Dattatray Hole and Somnath
Mukhundrao Gaikwad of PMPML helped establish the sequence of events and planning strategies
that led to the making of India’s first BRT project. Interviews with bus passengers on the pilot BRT
corridors and documentation from the pilot project were also referred to. Substantial inputs were
obtained from Prasanna Desai, Sujit Patwardhan, Ranjit Gadgil and Nikhil Mijar who were involved in
various capacities. Several critical project insights were also obtained from discussions with Major
Gen. Jatar, Qaneez Sukhrani, Manu Tandon and Aneeta Benninger. These discussions helped get a
glimpse of the mood that accompanied the initiation of the project – a sense of innovation, of
transforming bus‐based public transport into a modern, technologically superior service, of being
pioneers in the country. Mr Enrique Penalosa had visited Pune in 2004 and the images of
Transmilenio, the BRTS in Bogota, were quite fresh in the minds of officials and NGOs as the pilot
corridors were being designed. The discussions also revealed a sense of despair at the withdrawal of
political support due to complex reasons. Re‐visiting that time through these discussions and using
the insights gained from the pilot project experience is a metaphorical salute to the spirit of
innovation and the hard work of all the people involved in it.
The documentation of Learnings gained from the pilot project was then discussed with officials at
the Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporations and the PMPML. This helped to arrive at a
clearer understanding of how the Learnings have been and are being incorporated into the current
project. This process of capturing the learnings and then discussing them with the teams currently
involved in the creation of infrastructure and in the planning of operations and management has
been a way of helping the past communicate with the present. For the Promotions and Outreach
team, it has also helped in developing a more authentic and informed response to the questions
raised by the citizens of Pune. It is heartening to be able to show that Rainbow BRTS is being created
with inputs from around the world as well as from the knowledge gained out of Pune’s own
experience.
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The Editors would like to correct any errors or major gaps in the information presented and request
to be contacted should readers have any suggestions. Several more insights in relation to the Pilot
Project should probably be included, and these too are welcome.
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Introd
duction
The Pilot BRTS Projeect in Pune, la
aunched in 22006, was the first such project
p
to bee operationalised in
India. Th
he project led to major in
nstitutional, physical, soccial and technical learninngs and insigh
hts. This
documeent attempts to capture some
s
of the eelements thaat worked well
w in the piloot project ass well as
learninggs which havee been applied to the neew corridors. The purpose is to revisitt the pilot prroject
experien
nce and inco
orporate learnings into thhe design and
d manageme
ent of the neew Rainbow BRTS to
be launcched later this year by Pu
une Municipaal Corporatio
on (PMC), Pimpri Chinchw
pal
wad Municip
Corporation (PCMC)) and the Pun
ne Mahanagaar Parivahan
n Mahamand
dal Ltd (PMPM
ML).
The firstt section brieefly presents the scope oof the Pilot Prroject and th
he milestonees in project
development, impleementation and
a the evoluution of physsical design.
The nextt section preesents reflecttions, includ ing aspects that
t
worked well and leaarnings. This section
is based on inputs reeceived from
m staff involvved in implem
mentation an
nd citizens grroups that were
w
closely ffollowing thee progress off the project.. The inputs were analyzed and havee been classiffied into
sub‐secttions on projject conceptualization, innfrastructure
e, operationss and managgement, and
outreach
h. A ‘Before and After’ photo‐essay hhelps illustrate some of the changes aand improve
ements
made.
The last section pressents how Le
earnings from
m the Pilot project have been
b
implem
mented in the
e
current phase and development of Rainbow BRTS. The Learnings had
d been preseented at a joint
meetingg in April2015
5 of the Mun
nicipal Comm
missioners off PMC and PC
CMC, DCP Trraffic, and the
Chairmaan and Manaaging Directo
or, and the C EO of PMPM
ML. Inputs fro
om this meetting as well as
a
discussio
ons with thee BRT Cell sta
aff of PMC annd PCMC are
e the basis fo
or the preparration of thiss section.
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Evolution of BRTS in Pun
ne

2005

PMC Standing
Committee
approves BRTS for
Katraj‐Swargate‐
Hadapsar
(16.2Km) road
stretch

Au
ugust 2006
– November
2006 (4
months)

Con
nstruction
com
mpleted of
ded
dicated lanes
for BRT in the
cen
ntre and kerb‐
sidee bus stops

Decc 2006



PMC Stan
nding Committee approves BRTS for Katrajj‐Swargate‐Hadapsar (16.2Km) road stretch



IIT Delhi appointed
a
as consultaants.



Corridorss selected on the basiss of passenger deman
nd. Physical challenge
es not seriously consid
dered.

A
August 2006 –



Constructtion completed of ded
dicated lanes for BRTT in the centre and kerb‐side bus stops

N
November 2006



Service laanes developed insteaad of cycle tracks and footpaths on kerb side.

D
Dec 2006



Pilot corrridor inaugurated witth 10 brand new AC V
Volvo buses



Other PM
MPML regular buses w
were not allowed to u
use the corridor.

2
2005

Pilot co
orridor
inaugu
urated with
10 bran
nd new AC
Volvo buses
b

A
August 2006 – March

21 corridors (9
93 km) approved for B
BRTS under JNNURM between August 200
06 and March 2007

2
2007



2 corridors (17 km) Pilot BRT P
Project approved in August 2006



9 Corridors (41 km) approved as part of BRTS Phasee I Project in October 2006



10 corrido
ors (35 km) approved
d as part of Commonw
wealth Youth Games Infrastructure Projectt in March 2007



Alandi Ro
oad (4 km) approved iin August 2008

Some of thesee road stretches did not exist, while some rroads were quite narrrow. Funding sought from
f
JnNURM to creaate road
infrastructure primarily.
M
March 2007



Emergencce of resistance to thee bus system with dedicated lanes
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October 2007



Ruling party loses PMC elections



All buses directed to ply on dedicated corridor



Few accidents occur due to lane cutting



Negative media reportage about the concept and project



PMC initiates preparation of Comprehensive Mobility Plan



BRTS corridors included as mobility corridors



PMC appoints consultants to construct Cycle tracks and footpaths along Pilot BRTS corridor



Breaking of service lanes and constructing cycle tracks and footpaths increases resistance on pilot stretch



Some old bus stops made of fibre‐glass replaced with new stainless steel bus stops. Terminals were developed at Katraj, Swargate and
Hadapsar

October 2010

Jan 2011 to mid 2013

2013 – 2014

2015



Designs and BRTS operational plan for the rest of the corridors prepared by the consultants



Despite difficulties in land acquisition, PMC completes construction of cycle tracks and footpaths along pilot stretch by Oct 2010



Decision taken to construct Median stations instead of kerb side stations



Order placed for procurement of 500 TATA Starbuses with doors on both sides



Nagar Road and Alandi road selected for new BRTS corridors



PCMC starts BRTS construction along old NH4 and Aundh Ravet road.



Median side BRTS stations along with BRTS lane segregators constructed along Pune Nagar Road and Alandi Road



500 buses procured



MSRDC and PMC decide to construct almost 4 km long flyover at Swargate junction and Balaji Nagar Junction



One flyover and 3 subways already constructed on Hadapsar road at Magarpatta Junction



Pilot BRTS along Katraj‐Swargate‐Hadapsar rendered dysfunctional due to construction of flyovers



Median side BRTS construction almost complete on Nagar Raod and Alandi road



IIT Powai conducts Safety Audit at the request of PMC



Rainbow BRTS identity created for the new services to be initiated in 2 corridors in PMC and PCMC

Rainbow BRTS set to ply with new image, and incorporating successful elements and learning from pilot project and best practices from
around the world
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The Pilot Project
The Pilot BRTS project comprised of two corridors:
1. Swargate–Hadapsar (East‐West Corridor) – 10.2 Km
2. Swargate–Katraj (North‐South Corridor) – 5.8 Km
The infrastructure components included:
1. Widening of roads, construction of footpaths and cycle tracks
2. Laying of municipal services like water supply and drainage lines
3. Laying of utility ducts for electrical and telecommunication cables
4. Construction of BRT elements like lane‐segregators, bus stops, etc.
5. Installation of ITS which included Passenger Information System, GPS and Control Centre
6. Construction of 6 Bus terminals
The Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India, approved the project for approximately
Rs 103 crores.
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Successes and Learnings from the Pilot BRT Project
1. Project Context and Envisioning
Successful Elements
As the pioneer in India, the Pune BRTS project provided the opportunity to develop technical
understanding, social and political aspects as well as experience in project management given that a
few different institutional stakeholders were involved. There were a number of positives outcomes
in the initial phases, including:
 Increased public and local government attention on bus transportation
 Rapid increase of awareness about BRTS among the media, general public and local government
 Trials of various technical designs
 Actual increase in efficiency of bus transportation in the corridors
 Decrease in accidents and breakdowns in the corridors

Photo Credit: Sujit Patwardhan, Parisar

Learnings
1. Since there was very little expertise and no experience of implementing BRTS project, there was
no clear idea of what challenges would be faced after implementation. It would have helped if a
BRT vision document could have been evolved and written up, along with a road map with goals
to improve the city traffic situation.
2. Corridors selected passed through areas which were under the jurisdiction of other institutional
stakeholders (for e.g. the Cantonment Board area for the Swargate to Hadapsar stretch). The
BRT infrastructure implementation in the stretch under the Pune Cantonment Board was a
challenge.
3. The funding for Pilot BRT was approved by the Ministry of Urban Development without detailed
reviews. A review after the implementation, and setting up of a monitoring and evaluation
framework (against an articulated vision, plan, and objectives) would be helpful to track the
success of project.
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4. A less challenging corridor in terms of traffic intensity and available right‐of‐way like Pune
Mumbai Bypass or ring road may have created less resistance and helped to secure right‐of‐way
for buses in the future. The Kartaj‐Swargate‐Hadapsar corridor was the busiest corridor in city.
2. Infrastructure Design and Implementation
Central dedicated bus lanes for bi‐directional movement, sufficiently large bus stations, good
number of bus terminals at the nodal points, footpaths and cycle tracks with landscaping were
created wherever possible along the pilot corridor from Katraj to Hadapsar via Swargate.
2.1 Central Lane and Segregation
Successful Elements
1. Dedication of space for buses is the most difficult task in a built up area. The central Lane for
buses was created by taking away space from the motor vehicles without much resistance.
2. The creation of the central lane resulted in:
 Higher operation speeds
 Reduction in obstructions or conflicts
 Reduction in cost per km and fuel consumption
 Increased earnings per km
 Benefits for drivers, including ease of driving, less chance of accidents with motorists, less
stress
Learnings
Lane separator design was an issue. Initially,
polycrete kerbs of 2.5 to 3 inch height were
installed so as to allow for removal of buses in case
of breakdown and emergency. However this did
not work because other traffic could get in
(especially two wheelers), and the polycrete was
damaging bus tyres (as brought to notice by JK
Tyres; since PMC wanted to claim insurance for the
damaged tyres a team from JK Tyres came down to
observe if any specific practice was damaging the
tyres). Railings were tested, but they got mangled.
Concrete bus lane separators (0.60 m high) worked
and are still in use in the pilot corridors.
2.2 Corridors, Terminals and Carriage Ways
Learnings
1. There could have been a fully dedicated service/trunk system. At present there is a combination
of dedicated BRT, one way and no segregation on the pilot BRT corridors in cantonment areas.
Totally dedicated BRT may have fetched better results and appreciation.
2. There were no formal spaces allocated for parking buses along the corridors during lunch break
or waiting periods between shifts. Buses would be parked on the road during these breaks and
would cause congestion.
3. At Katraj, the location for the terminal on the side of the road was not appropriate for the
turning movement of the buses resulting in conflicts with other vehicles; instead it should have
been in the middle too. Similarly at Vishrantwadi (on the new corridors) terminal and other
13 | P a g e
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

infrastructure is required for integration of services and quick turn around and limited conflicts
with other vehicles.
Wherever additional width of road was available, it was converted into service lane or other use;
however the service lane was misused for parking and encroachments were done, and so it was
not of much use as a service lane. Motorists wishing to go contra‐flow would therefore end up
on the main carriage way causing confusion and congestion. Instead, edge to edge design should
have been done with cycle tracks and footpaths at the edges and extra space kept for motor
vehicles (specifically at junctions) in conjunction with strict enforcement as per the designed and
designated usage of road space.
A width of 7.5 metre was provided for the carriage way, irrespective of the road width to
maintain continuity. One more lane for motor vehicles would have been beneficial at
intersections to reduce congestion.
The provision of over‐taking lanes at bus stops created bottlenecks at intersections and this
caused traffic to enter into BRTS corridor. Later, overtaking lanes were removed.
Major junctions can have mini flyover/grade separation with BRT at grade to reduce traffic
conflicts as has been done in Ahmedabad at some locations if the junction warrants a grade
separated treatment.
Bus stations (and therefore crossings) were planned at every 500 m distance such that people
could access safe pedestrian road crossings at bus stations within 250m of walking; but there
were requests for creating more midblock crossings. People would climb on road dividers, or try
and open up crossings themselves, but these were not manned or signalized. Safety of such
crossings is questionable and requires deployment of additional wardens.
At some locations, space was provided for auto rickshaw stands. However, auto rickshaw
operators did not park the vehicles at these stands but near bus stops or at the ST bus stand
which would create chaotic conditions and hinder the BRTS buses especially at the Swargate
corridor.
The pilot BRTS was created on highways or on roads connecting to the highways. Since these
carry a lot of outstation traffic, many drivers are not used to the BRTS system and they are not
able to understand the rules for driving in the BRT corridor, and they also continue to drive at
highway speeds.
Flyovers have been constructed in the corridors and the integrity of the BRTS was significantly
compromised – it is unclear how the BRTS efficiency can be maintained or enhanced in this
situation. A major re‐design exercise is needed to reinstate an efficient BRTS in pilot corridors.

2.3 Bus Stations
Successful Elements
1. New terminals with good parking facilities and bus stations providing better comfort were
constructed along the corridor
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2. LED display boards with route numbers, and timing were installed at the terminals, stations and
on the buses.
Learnings
1. Staggered Stations (2) with docking on the left side (similar to Delhi) are not very conducive for
BRT operations, especially in the Indian context but were recommended by IIT‐TRIIP as initially it
was decided that buses with the floor height of 200mm low floor AC buses will be used in the
BRTS. Later, if required, all PMPML buses should be able to use.
2. At that time, PMPML had 13 different types of buses with varying floor heights but with the first
step at 280MM). Later (after 2008), only 860MM high floor buses with doors on both sides for
level boarding in BRTS corridors (similar to ones plying in Ahmedabad) were recommended.
3. Drivers had difficulty in docking due to several reasons:
– Station plinth design sloped towards the bus lane and therefore increased the gap
between bus and station platform slightly
– While docking, the station would be on the left side while the driver had a right hand
drive which prevents him from seeing the platform. It was reported that the drivers had
difficulty in judging the distance between the bus and the bus station
– People waiting for the buses would be standing in the bus lane as they are used to in the
conventional system, and therefore buses had to be stopped away from the stations
4. Staggered Stations (two numbers) almost cost double that of a common median station. Despite
having two bays (i.e. total of four stations at one location) they were found to be inadequate as
a result of long queues of buses at the intersections in peak hours.
5. Since the stations were open (that is without walls or enclosures) people could easily step down
into the bus lane
6. The initial design of bus stations (executed in fibre glass) was such that there was lack of
standing space and so passengers would step onto the roads to wait
7. Only a few buses had the bus floor at 380mm, which was the same as the station platform
height. However, passengers stepped down from the station because it was easy and knowing
that the buses may not dock close to the station (the level boarding feature was not known to
passengers either and they were not used to getting into the bus directly from the station)
8. Location of bus stations close to the intersections and lack of route restructuring and
rationalization from PMPML resulted in increased queues or buses and reduced the efficiency of
bus operations
9. The internal height of 3.0m inside bus stations is insufficient for safe installation of ITMS
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2.3 Buses
Successful Elements
Initially BRT had an identity with only the Volvo low floor A.C. buses plying on the corridor which was
attractive for passengers as there was a visual difference between these buses and the normal
PMPML buses

Learnings
The efficiency of the AC low floor buses was lower. Bus technology at that time was advanced and
the experience of maintenance staff and infrastructure at depots were not enough to deal with its
breakdowns and repairs. Newer buses with 860mm and right side doors instead of the 400mm AC
buses used for pilot are more suitable for day to day operations because of their lower costs (nearly
1/3rd lower) and they are easier to maintain.
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2.4 Crossings
Learnings
1. There was no pedestrian phase for crossings.
2. Accidents involving pedestrians crossing the corridor occurred nearly two years after its launch
as pedestrians encountered buses coming from the other side after crossing half the road and no
pedestrian refuge had been provided in the design. Accidents of pedestrians primarily happened
due to the absence of pedestrian crossing phase in the traffic signals.
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3. Encroachments
There are some properties, road side temples and mosques that obstructed the footpath and cycle
tracks but are difficult to be removed. But also wherever PMC was able to construct good quality
footpaths and cycle tracks as most places they were used for parking, hawking etc. The utility of
footpaths and cycle tracks was not achieved.

4. Operations
The frequency of AC buses was every 10 minutes which however, is still considered low for BRT
operations. The number of bus routes increased as there was a mix of AC and regular buses on the
corridor.
Successful Elements
Several improvements were observed in performance and ridership
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1. The average speed of the bus increased from 8 kmph to 13 kmph using the bus lanes and led to
travel time savings for passengers.
2. Dedicated lanes helped to increase the frequency and reliability of all buses plying on this route.
This helped to deploy more buses on this route
3. The number of passengers commuting by bus on this route went up from about 19.27 lakh per
month in February 2006 to over 23.58 lakh in April 2009 – an increase of about 22%
4. The increase in ridership led to a corresponding increase in revenue and PMPML made a profit
of INR 2,500 per day per bus on this route.
5. There were savings in travel time for both public transport as well as private vehicles
Increase in Passenger Ridership

Higher Bus Efficiency Index
Bus Efficiency was higher in dedicated lane system of Pilot BRT than the normal bus system
(Bus efficiency index = average of load factor, KM efficiency and Fleet Utilization Ratio)
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Reduced Accidents

Savings in Travel Time

Learnings
1. Dedicated lane should be only for BRTS buses. In the pilot corridors, other buses were also
permitted to ply in the BRT bus lane which meant that the BRT buses often got stuck behind
other buses resulting in lower frequencies and efficiency of the system.
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2. The frequency of
o buses with
hin the bus laanes needs to
o be high so that the utillization of the bus
lanees is visibly high.
3. Swargate is a congestion poiint because ppeople from outside the city pass thrrough the junction
to go to differen
nt parts of Pu
une. Bus movvement and service efficiency is com
mpromised du
ue to
lack of alternativve routes.
4. Trafffic Police have a very important role in the trafficc manageme
ent related too the BRT co
orridor
and junctions. Special involvvement of th e Traffic Poliice is require
ed for the BRRT corridor trraffic
man
nagement. Th
he personne
el who are m anaging the traffic from the Traffic PPolice Dept and the
perssonnel who are
a involved in managingg the signals on the corrid
dor need to be given spe
ecial
train
ning related to the specia
al requiremeent of traffic managemen
nt on the BRTT corridor an
nd
juncctions. The trraffic management plan sshould be de
evised jointlyy by the Munnicipal Corpo
oration
(as infrastructurre creators), PMPML and the Traffic Police,
P
in line
e with the obbjectives of priority
p
to pedestrians, cyclists
c
and buses.
b
5. Sign
nage is needeed to guide motorists
m
aboout the spee
ed limits on the corridor, where they should
startt to deceleraate and wherre they shouuld stop. Sign
nals are need
ded for the BBRT bus drive
ers to
stop
p and start att the stationss/stops.
6. Servvice levels haad not been initially
i
estim
mated which if done wou
uld have provvided a base
eline
agaiinst which to
o measure im
mprovementss.
as prepared and there was
w little or nil advance prromotion.
7. No cconcrete Roll out Plan wa
8. Therre was limiteed or no enfo
orcement byy the Municip
pal Corporation or Trafficc Police at ju
unctions
on the BRT Corridors to disallow MV enttry into bus lanes. In the early stages after the lau
unch of
corrridors it is esssential to pu
ublicize, monnitor and enforce the desired traffic m
movement so
o that
the public becom
mes familiar with the new
w rules.
i
and interpret.
9. Too many routes (of PMPMLL) may be diffficult for passengers to identify
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5. Maintenance
The maintenance requirement of the infrastructure was very high, including of BRT lanes, stops,
railings, divider beginnings, signage, paintings, markings, repair of ITS hardware on buses, traffic
signals etc.
Positives
Infrastructure repairs have been done promptly, whenever there is an incident on the pilot
corridors.
Learnings
1. A dedicated maintenance cell is required for BRT infrastructure
2. PMPML and PMC have had to constantly remove unauthorized stickers and posters; station
cleaning and maintenance on the pilot corridors bus stops and buses became a challenge as the
provision for security and monitoring needed to be increased which had not been anticipated

6. Project Management and Institutional Collaboration
Positives
1. There was considerable self‐learning.
2. There were sharing meetings every morning, and staff from different departments and the
consultants worked as one unit during the construction of the pilot corridors; there was good
understanding within teams.
3. It was important to have orientation sessions on BRT and sustainable transportation.
4. Some collaborative engagements with PMPML and Traffic Police were done; however these
were not elaborate on all aspects of BRT.
Learnings
1. Initial vision setting and role clarity would have helped to create strong cohesion and
coordination between PMC (as the creator of infrastructure) and PMPML (who would run the
service).
2. Establishment of a BRT cell/team in Traffic Police is recommended.
3. The running of Volvo buses required higher qualifications for drivers and training to be done and
which required detailed planning and support mechanisms, which had not been anticipated.
4. The decision to permit all buses to enter in the BRT lane was taken without full agreement
among the different institutional entities involved. In comparison, Janmarg had issued a
notification saying other buses will not be permitted to enter the BRT lane. A single decision‐
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making authority or a mechanism for due consideration of issues raised by the concerned
institutional stakeholders is needed to decide on critical aspects such whether or not other
buses or vehicles should use BRT lanes, the administration of fines and penalties, operating
procedures, etc.
7. Education, Outreach, and Public Relations
Positives
1. There was considerable and detailed coverage in newspapers on the BRTS project and this
helped raise some level of public awareness
2. Many residents associations, NGOs, technical colleges etc. also have been involved in
understanding and following up on the BRTS projects; on the one hand this can be seen as
‘activism’ while on the other it is a sign of a healthy civil society, media and academia which
would be ultimately helpful to get appropriate infrastructure for Pune.

.
Photo Credit: Sujit Patwardhan, Parisar

Learnings
1. People were not taken into confidence with regard to inconveniences they may face, what to
expect; even corporators did not have adequate information. Not much was done to inform
people or educate them regarding BRT – planning, ongoing construction etc. in the pilot phase,
perhaps since BRT was a new terminology and technology for the municipal body and even the
external consultants. Even though a tender document for hiring the services of an outreach
agency had been prepared, it was not finally approved for publication.
2. Even though accident numbers went down in the initial period after launch, whenever there was
an accident irrespective of its location on the corridor, it was termed ‘Killer BRT’ by the media.
3. Dedicated lanes did improve bus speeds and bus users were happy, but this was not projected.
Instead the complaints of MV users for have less share of road width as highlighted
4. Normal Traffic Signals positioned along with BRT signals are difficult for motorists to understand
– and hence driver education is necessary.
5. While designing at flyover locations, buses were to move below the flyover as per design, (at
Hadapsar) but there was local opposition to run the buses below because of vendors occupying
the space.
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“Even within the organization there were many people who were of the opinion that BRT is not an
appropriate system, forming their opinion based on the news from outside media.
I would find myself clarifying doubts of colleagues about BRT even during casual talks. Some
mechanism should be worked out to share the internal knowledge of the staff who have worked on
BRT to demystify personal misconceptions about BRT within the institutions.”
– Mangesh Dighe, Environment Officer PMC

The Pune BRTS Pilot Project brought in considerable infrastructural, institutional and transportation
planning reforms. The experience served like a laboratory for BRTS. Several other Indian cities such
as Ahmedabad, Hubli Dharwad, Naya Raipur, Bhopal, Surat, Rajkot, Jaipur, Indore, Guwahati,
Bangalore etc have taken lessons from the Pune experience. The knowledge gained by the
institutional stakeholders as well as citizens and the media in Pune is a good foundation on which to
build the future Rainbow BRTS in Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad.
The Intelligent TrafficManagement System installed as part of the Pilot BRTS Project in Pune
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Excerpts of Interviews with Bus Passengers on the Pilot BRT Corridor

How long have you
been traveling on
the PMC BRTS?

Are you happy with
the current BRT

It is been at least few years now.
First Katraj was done and then
Hadapsar. The BRT system is good,
but public should give it some
chance. The public (other traffic)
enters the BRTS lane and causes
accidents.
It should be even better. It is good
now, earlier we had to stand in the
sun. We have some shade now,

Interviewee Male, Age 65, retired from PMC
(Original Response: BRT कमसेकम१.१.५सालहोगया, कात्रजिकयाऔरहडपसरकाभीिकयेलाहै . BRT
कािस टमअ छाहै लेिकनपि लकणेथोडाबहुतचा सदे णामांगताआनेजानेको. पि लकबीचमेघु तीऔरचलेजातीहै , इसिलयेउसकाएिक्सडेटहोजाताहै

इससेभीअ छाहोणाचािहय. येहतोअभीठीकहै . पहलेधूपमखडाहोनेका. अभीछावमखडेरहतेहैइसिलयेअ छाहै . परइससेअ छाथोडाहोनेका.)

How did you come to
know about Pune
BRT?

What difference did
you find while
traveling on a BRT bus
and a normal PMPML
bus?

It is quite a smooth ride on the BRT
buses. You cannot hear the noise from
the outside and it is not bumpy.

I didn’t hear about it. When I started
to wait for buses, I saw these BRT
buses and thought that I should
experience the AC buses.

Interviewee: Mid 20s, Female, IT Professional
(Original Response: कहीसेसुनानही. जबमैवेटकरनेलगीबसकेिलयेतोमैनेदेखाऔरसोचािकएक् पीिरए सकरकेदे खतीहुं AC
बसेसका.काफीराईड मूदहोताहै BRT बसेसका. आवाजनहींसुनाईदे तीहै बाहरकीऔरबि पंगनहीमहसस
ू होताहै .)
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Pune’s Pilot BRTS Project ‐ A Photo Essay
The Pilot BRTS Project helped improve road design, enhanced safety, and smooth flow of all types of
vehicles and up gradation of the street environment in the Katraj‐Swargate‐Hadapsar corridor.
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Photo off Alandi Road
d BRT Corrid
dor in Pune

Photo off Sangvi‐Kiwale BRT Corrridor in Pimppri Chinchwad
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Learnings with regard to Pilot BRT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Overall
Creation of a Vision document for
Rainbow BRTS, incorporating the
PMC, PCMC DPRs and Operations
Plans of PMPML, along with a road
map with goals to improve the city
traffic situation was missing.
Regular consultations happened
with the relevant institutional
stakeholders who would be
involved in project design,
implementation and management
and also public interactions.
System evaluation to periodically
check the benefits of BRT
operations and
suggest/recommend changes had
not been undertaken.
Lot of Infrastructure elements
require high maintenance and
require dedicated staff or cell which
had not been created.

Corridor
Central lane was a key feature

Lane separation is done with
railings mounted on a concrete
kerb after deliberations of suitable
types to enable bus movement but
also disallow other vehicles from
entering.
There could have been a dedicated
service/trunk system. At present
there is a mix of dedicated BRT, one
way in cantonment areas, and no
segregation on the pilot BRT
corridors. Totally dedicated BRT
would have fetched better results
and appreciation.
There were no parking spaces for
buses along the corridors during

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad

Entity responsible

Corridors been built part of the
proposed BRT network
recommended in the CMPs of both
PMC and PCMC but a larger
transport vision remains
unaddressed.
Some consultations were
undertaken during initial phases of
design and implementation of the
new corridors. More consultations
being undertaken as part of
promotions and outreach project.
Agency appointed by Pimpri
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation
under the GEF grant to do periodic
evaluation for a period of 4 years.

PMPML, PMC,
PCMC, Traffic Police

A cell has now been created in
PMPML for planning and operations
whereas the onus of infrastructure
maintenance and repairs lie with
municipal corporations. Separate
cells have also been created within
PMC, PCMC and Traffic Police.
Creation of dedicated cell within
PMPML may be appropriate in the
long run.

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML, Traffic
Police

This feature continues and is mostly
dedicated on the corridor stretches.

PMC, PCMC

Lane separation is done with railings
mounted on concrete kerbs thus
disallowing other vehicles to enter
on Pune Corridors.
Concrete kerbs are also used in
Pimpri Chinchwad.
The two new corridor sections are
dedicated almost for their entire
length (Alandi Rd and Nagar Rd).

PMC, PCMC

Promotions‐
Outreach Team,
PMC, PCMC

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML

PMC, PCMC

Similarly the 45 km network in
Pimpri Chinchwad is completely
dedicated.
Some octroi post and vacant spaces
along/at end of BRT corridors will be

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML
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9.

lunch break or waiting period
between shifts. Buses parked on
the road during these breaks would
cause congestion.
Quick handling of breakdowns is
critical to maintain services,
enabled through GPS units on the
buses. However it was found
lacking on the pilot corridors due to
the mix of buses.

10. At Katraj the location of the bus
terminal on the side of the road
was not appropriate for turning
movement of the buses; instead it
should have been in the middle too.
Similarly at Vishrantwanti for e.g.
terminal and other infrastructure is
required for integration of services
and quick turnaround.
11. Wherever additional space was
available, it was converted into a
service lane. It was however not
always used as service lane but
used as parking or encroachment
by shops. The idea of service lane
was good to allow for bi‐directional
local movement, and enforcement
was needed.
12. Carriageway width of 7.5 metre was
provided irrespective of road width;
one more MV lane would have
been beneficial at intersections to
reduce congestion

13. Major junctions should have mini
flyover/grade separation, with BRT

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad
handed over to PMPML by the
respective corporations. Vacant
spaces are being identified and will
be handed over to PMPML.
 Service Breakdown van is being
provided for at intermittent
locations on the corridor
 Buses will be diverted outside
the corridor in select cases
 All drivers in that corridor will be
informed of the breakdown
 Response time is being fixed and
will be monitored
 Selection of buses should be
such as will not break down
Terminals need to be provided at
the end of the corridor for
passengers’ convenience and they
need to help seamless integration of
BRT buses with non BRT buses.
Space availability is being checked
and temporary measures are being
undertaken.
New terminals are under
construction in Pimpri Chinchwad.
Service Lane is provided for the
Alandi road stretch and right of way
and design is mostly consistent.
No service lane has been provided
on Nagar Road. Edge conditions vary
due to encroachments. A service
lane is useful at those locations
where there are a lot of vehicles
traveling in the opposite direction,
to reduce chance of accidents.
Only two lanes for motor vehicles on
each side exist for Alandi Road,
which are adequate since the
intensity of traffic is low. Though
Nagar Road has inconsistent
carriageway widths; there are at
least 3 lanes all along the length of
the corridor.
All corridors in Pimpri Chinchwad
have more than 3 lanes per
direction for motor vehicles.
No Flyovers or Grade Separation on
these two corridors and hence there

Entity responsible

PMPML, PMC,
PCMC

PMC, PMPML

PMC, Traffic Police

PMC, PCMC

PMC, PCMC
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at grade without compromising on
Bus movement, to reduce traffic
conflicts as has been done in
Ahmedabad at some locations

14. Bus stations (and therefore
crossings) were planned at every
500 m distance such that people
could access bus stations within
250m; but there were requests for
more crossings. People would try
and open up mid‐block crossings
themselves, but these were not
manned or signalized. Safety of
such crossings is questionable.
15. Locations of rickshaw stands needs
to identified and designed
systematically with active
deliberations, so that customers
can reach these easily and the
rickshaws do not obstruct the BRTS
or motor vehicles. (as un‐regulated
rickshaw stands may hamper BRT
movements)
16. Traffic calming measures and
prominent signage are needed for
motorists/ traffic from highways
joining into the BRTS corridors.
17. A major re‐design exercise is
needed to reinstate an efficient
BRTS in pilot corridors now that
flyovers have been constructed on
the corridors.
Bus Stations
18. New stations with shelter were
constructed, but staggered stations
were not found to be conducive to
BRTS operations as it was difficult
for drivers to dock and cost of
implementation was higher.
19. Difficulties were faced in docking of
buses at stations due to
infrastructure and operational
issues.

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad
are no issues which require
deliberation. In Pimpri Chinchwad
grade separators on the BRT
corridors are constructed or planned
without compromising on BRT bus
movement.
Apart from crossings at Bus Stations,
pedestrian crossings are also
provided at other intermittent
locations between stations.
Safety Precautions are being
undertaken as recommended by IIT
safety audit report. Other locations
need to be reviewed on a case by
case scenario.
Traffic Police is identifying rickshaw
stands along the corridors and will
monitor if there is a possibility of
disruption of BRT movement due to
the locations of these stands.

Speed tables have been provided on
the corridor near the BRT station
locations. Additional signage is being
installed on the corridor for motor
vehicles users.
Re‐design of Pilot Corridors will be
taken up in Phase 2.

Entity responsible

PMC, PCMC

PMC, PCMC, Traffic
Police

PMC, PCMC

PMC

The new corridors have common
median stations where docking of
buses takes place on the right side.

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML

A number of measures are being
undertaken for the new corridors:
 Stations have Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags to
assist drivers in docking safely

PMPML, PMC,
PCMC
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20. BRT Stops were located very close
to intersections and hence resulting
in longer queues and resulting in
lower system efficiency (affecting
passengers and bus interface).
21. LED display boards with route
numbers and frequency/ timing
were installed but ITMS was not
fully functional with all features for
all buses.
22. Open Stations instead of closed
stations allowed people to step
down into the bus lane.
23. The internal height of 3.0m inside
bus stations is insufficient for
installation of ITMS.

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad
and accurately
 Station located to the right side
of the bus (adjoining driver)
 Better training for drivers
 Additional signage may be
provided after trials and
discussions with drivers
Bus Stations are now located away
from intersection (at least 45m
away) allowing for at least 2 to 3
buses to queue at the intersection
without affecting passengers and
bus interface
Complete Intelligent Traffic
Management System with real time
information on bus arrival is being
installed in phases on the new BRT
corridors.
Closed stations have been
constructed for the safety and
comfort of passengers.
The heights / clearance inside the
bus station are varied; installation
issues will need to be addressed
based on the site conditions in Pune.
Such issues have not occurred in
Pimpri Chinchwad.

Entity responsible

PMC, PCMC

PMPML

PMC, PCMC

PMC, PMPML

Buses

24. Initially BRT had an identity with
only the Volvo low floor A.C. buses
plying on the corridor which was
attractive for passengers.
25. Pilot BRT used low floor buses due
to the configuration of the BRT
stations (Left side docking),
however their capital costs are
more than double that of regular
buses with right side doors also
used for BRT operations.
Crossings
26. Many accidents involving
pedestrians occurred on the
corridor while they were crossing,
as pedestrians encountered buses
coming from the other side after
crossing half the road and no
pedestrian refuge could be
provided in the design.

Special ‘Rainbow’ branding is being
done for BRTS buses. AC buses may
be introduced in the future
depending upon the demand.
The buses now procured for
Rainbow BRTS are as per the
specifications provided by Ministry
of Urban Development and
appropriate for level
boarding/alighting in BRT
Operations.

PMPML,
Promotions‐
Outreach Team

Raised pedestrian crossings are
being constructed with provision of
speed breakers and pelican signals.
Where required, additional traffic
signals will be provided to ensure
the safety of passengers. However,
pedestrian refuge with adequate
width remains to be addressed.

PMC, PCMC

PMPML
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Operations
27. Dedicated lane should be only for
BRTS buses, since they got stuck
behind other buses.

28. Service Levels were not estimated
and there was no concrete Roll Out
Plan and little advance promotion
29. Frequency of buses within the bus
lanes needs to be high so that the
utilization of the bus lanes is high
30. Having too many routes is difficult
for passengers to identify and
interpret

31. Incorporation of pedestrian phase
in traffic signals

32. Traffic police have a very important
role in the traffic management
related to the BRT corridor and
junctions

33. Signage is needed to guide
motorists about the speed limits on
the corridor, where should they
start to decrease their speed,
where they should stop. Signals are
needed for the drivers to stop and
start at the stations/stops.
34. Limited or No enforcement by PMC
or Traffic Police at junctions on the
BRT Corridors to disallow MV entry
into bus lanes
Maintenance
35. Station cleaning was a critical issue

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad

Entity responsible

Only Rainbow BRTS buses will be
plying in the BRTS corridors. A
notification to this effect is being
issued by Pune Traffic Police
(PMPML has requested PMC and
PCMC to take this up with Traffic
Police)
Service levels for the new corridors
are yet to be estimated. However a
roll out plan with promotions and
outreach is being undertaken.
Proposed frequency of buses in peak
hours is 2 minutes

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML, Traffic
Police

In addition to passenger
information, routes are being
rationalized for better efficiency of
operations
Time‐table, Trip Planner and mobile
apps for assisting passengers are
being developed.
Design of signals and phasing are
being done by the corporations in
consultation with the Traffic Police,
with special orientation for BRT
operations. Pedestrian signals
require deliberation based on the
ground needs.
A BRTS Cell is being created in Pune
Traffic Police. A special programme
for traffic management to support
BRTS will be put in place and the
traffic police personnel will be
oriented accordingly.
Regular traffic signs are installed on
the BRT corridors. Need for
additional signs for BRT specific
operations will be evaluated.

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML

PMPML

PMPML

PMC, PCMC, Traffic
Police

Traffic Police,
Promotions‐
Outreach Team

PMC, PCMC, Traffic
Police, Promotions‐
Outreach Team

Wardens will be appointed to
prevent entry of other vehicles in
BRT lanes; however wardens do not
have the authority to fine offenders.

PMPML, Traffic
Police

Station cleaning staff is being

PMPML, PMC,
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36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad
as there was limited oversight.
deployed by the respective
corporations
A dedicated team/cell is required
A comprehensive plan for
for maintenance of civil
maintenance of BRT infrastructure is
recommended to be developed with
infrastructure.
role clarity between PMPML and the
two municipal corporations with
appropriate institutional capacity
development.
Responsibility for security was a
Wardens and Security staff are
concern as there was limited
being appointed for each junction
presence
and station by the respective
corporations while management will
be undertaken by PMPML.
Project Management and Institutional Collaboration
Vision setting and role clarity for
While a single decision‐making
strong cohesion and coordination
authority is needed to decide for
between PMPML, PMC, PCMC,
issues such as other buses/vehicles
Traffic Police was missing
using BRT corridors, fines, operating
procedures, etc., the overall
development of vision and goals for
BRT project is now being undertaken
through a joint workshop.
Coordination meetings of staff
Teams identified under BRT cells in
within was held however there was each institution and coordination
limited interactions between
meetings initiated.
institutions
Staff orientation for BRT and
Orientation sessions are being
conducted in‐house and for the
sustainable transportation was
limited
public
Establishment of dedicated BRT
BRT Cells are now established in
cell/teams was a requirement
PMPML, PMC, PCMC and Traffic
Police
Continued training for BRTS bus
Driver training along the corridors
drivers on the corridors was
and for docking at stations is being
essential
undertaken now
Education, Outreach, and Public Relations
Queries raised by passengers and
Spokespersons identified in PMC,
other users should be addressed
PCMC and PMPML, and PROs will be
immediately to avoid negativity.
addressing the concerns by the
public
Media engagement should be
Media spokespersons have been
proactive to avoid negative
appointed in PMPML, PMC, PCMC
sentiments and address lack of
and Traffic Police
project related information.
Regular project updates are being
provided to media
Involvement of residents
 Promotions and Outreach have
associations, NGOs, technical
been initiated

Entity responsible

PCMC
PMC, PCMC,
PMPML

PMC, PCMC,
PMPML

PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police

PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police

PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police
PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police
PMPML

PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police

PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police

PMC, PCMC,
Promotions &
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colleges etc. and public outreach is
necessary at an early stage

46. Normal Traffic Signals along with
BRT signals are difficult for
motorists to understand – and
hence driver education is
necessary.
47. There was a lot of opposition from
vendors and non‐utilization of
allocated vending zones along BRT
corridors because of which it spilled
over on the carriage way.
48. Public education is needed among
users and potential users about
benefits of level boarding and other
BRTS features.

Actions taken/being taken/to be
taken for New Corridors in PunePimpri Chinchwad
 Discussions / consultations are
being undertaken to understand
and address concerns through
the agency appointed for public
outreach and promotion
Changes to infrastructure may be
required based on the site specific
needs and traffic education
programs will be addressed through
Promotion and Outreach
Programme
A pilot exercise for consultations
with different users of space
including vendors along the edges is
planned to be undertaken as part of
the edge streamlining work in Pune.
The Promotions and Outreach team
is undertaking outreach
presentations and developing a
variety of electronic and print
materials to assist the public to use
BRTS.

Entity responsible

Outreach Team

PMC, PCMC, Traffic
Police, Promotions
and Outreach Team

PMC, Promotions
and Outreach Team

Promotions and
Outreach Team,
PMC, PMPML,
PCMC, Traffic Police

The websites of the PMPML, PMC,
PCMC and Traffic Police will have
relevant material for download.
Indicate Actions which are completed or underway
Indicate Actions which are planned but remain to be addressed
Indicate Actions which are not yet planned
The status of infrastructure works and complementary activities on the new BRT corridors which are
required to make Rainbow BRT operations on the corridors a success have reached a near 80%
completion.
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